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Phasing Study
APPENDIX 9
STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATION &
SUPPORTING STATEMENTS

Stakeholder consultation and supporting
statements
CONSULTATION FOCUS
Previous consultation work undertaken as part of the 2018 Viability Study had
focused on the potential future use of the building. The work provided clear
evidence of public support for use as an arts facility. 97% of respondents to a public
survey stated they would like the building to continue being used as a theatre.
Suggestions from the local community and stakeholder organisations in regard to
use of the building’s rooms and spaces were recorded and provided valuable
insight for assessing options for future use.
Consultation during work on the phasing study therefore focused on several
specific elements relevant to progressing the project:
• communicating to the public and stakeholders the reasons why the project
needed to be phased
• communicating to the public and stakeholders the work required in creating a
solution to phasing the project
• stimulating discussion on heritage activities planning
• involving the community in identifying potential outcomes and community benefits
• understanding how the project can support aims, plans and strategies for Spilsby
and East Lindsey
• building on existing arts sector relationships and understanding potential future
partnerships the project may be able to offer or stimulate

CONSULTATION EVENTS
Friends, 20th November 2019 - A presentation for members of “Friends of the
Sessions House”, including a Q&A, was held at Spilsby Sessions House. The event
was attended by East Lindsey District Councillor David Mangion.
ELDC event, 28th January 2020 - A public presentation including a Q&A was held
at Spilsby’s Franklin Hall as part of East Lindsey District Council’s “Vital & Viable”
market towns strategy. In 2019 ELDC commissioned the Institute of Place
Management (IPM) to deliver ‘Vital and Viable’ workshops to stimulate businesses
and the community to work together to support high street regeneration. IPM
produced a ‘Vital & Viable Spilsby’ report that identified Spilsby’s Sessions House
as a key project for supporting Spilsby’s sustainability:
“The Sessions House is a significant opportunity to support the reinventing of
Spilsby. The scheme being discussed would see a major new facility for the town
that would provide an attractive offer to a wide community. If realised it could be of
significant benefit to the town.”
The 28th January event was a continuation of ELDC’s Vital & Viable consultation
work and so it featured Spilsby’s Sessions House project.
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Both events were aimed at enabling community discussion and continuing the
process of involving more people in the heritage project. Key feedback points from
these events include:
• there is an abundance of community enthusiasm and passion for Spilsby’s
heritage
• the events helped to encourage greater understanding about the project and what
‘making it happen’ involves
• there is recognition and understanding of the project’s potential to support local
economic development
• the community is keen to explore the potential for Spilsby’s Sessions House to
present the breadth of local heritage through events and as an exhibition space
• the community is keen to explore the potential for Spilsby Sessions House to
support town events, including market days, and encourage more visitors to
Spilsby
• there is strong appreciation for development of the project so far and for the role
SSH has played in enabling the Spilsby Light Night events

STAKEHOLDER ORGANISATION CONSULTATION
During the later stages of phasing study work, stakeholder organisations were sent
a consultation document including a summary of the phased project and a draft of
activities ideas for phase one. A series of video conferencing discussions were then
held with stakeholders. The following pages contain supporting statements from
organisations involved.
Statement of Support: Spilsby Sessions House Development Project
“Magna Vitae an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation based in East
Lindsey, Lincolnshire is excited to be supporting the plans to regenerate & redevelop
Spilsby Sessions House.
Spilsby Sessions House are an exciting and motivated organisation with a true
commitment to partnership working in order to achieve outcomes that benefit the
community they serve. We believe that through the connections, conversations and
collaborations between artists, creatives and organisations that Spilsby Sessions House
have and have developed as part of this regeneration project make this proposal not only
ambitious and a driver for place change but achievable, realistic and driven to make a
difference to their community.
We are excited to continue discussions with them of how our already close partnership can
develop in order to support and deliver this fantastic project as we know that this project
will provide inspiration for aspiring local talent, improve the profile of the local arts and
creative sector and achieve a number of social-economic outcomes.”

Matthew Archer
Development & Partnerships Manager
Magna Vitae Trust for Leisure & Culture
Meridian Leisure Centre, Wood Lane, Louth, Lincs, LN11 8SA
T: 01507 681815 Ι M: 07917 777851 Ι W: www.magnavitae.org
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Statement of Support: Spilsby Sessions House Development Project
“As a freelance producer based in Lincolnshire I am 100% behind the plans to
regenerate & redevelop Spilsby Sessions House and believe strongly that the ideas
that underpin the proposals are exciting and ambitious but also absolutely
achievable, rooted as they are in community ownership & engagement.
The recent Arts Council supported Spilsby Light Nights that happened in March
2019 & 2020 took place in Spilsby largely because of the Sessions House and the
vision and openness of the organisation. I first became aware of the project when I
was Director of Lincoln Drill Hall and was instantly won over by the enthusiasm,
determination and creative vision behind it. I believe that with the support of the
very wide range of local and regional partners the Sessions House project has
begun engaging with, the venue stands every chance of becoming a creative
beacon that could change how Spilsby & the surrounding area is perceived. I very
much look forward to working closely on all kinds of projects to help the venue
realise its goal.”

Simon Hollingworth
Freelance Producer and founder of the Different Light Collective.
www.different-light.co.uk

Statement of Support: Spilsby Sessions House Development Project
“I am the artistic director and producer of East Lindsey-based theatre company,
Barmpot Theatre. We create theatre for family audiences, focussing on bringing
high quality theatre to Lincolnshire and other rural areas, and showcasing untold
Lincolnshire stories to audiences around the UK and beyond.
Spilsby Sessions House supported and championed our work at a really critical
stage, when we were starting out 6 years ago, and helped us make links with key
organisations and funders in the area, (such as Spilsby Primary School, who we
now collaborate with regularly). We are really excited by these proposals, especially
their power to unite the community with local artists, to generate further art
provision for local families and children, and to set up a hub for the arts and artists
in the region, which at the moment we are lacking in East Lindsey. We are keen to
play a part in this, particularly in creating work for the Young People’s Programme.”
Jane Crawshaw
Director of Barmpot Theatre
www.barmpottheatre.com
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Statement of Support: Spilsby Sessions House Development Project
“I would like to formally submit an expression of interest in working with the Spilsby
Sessions house during its re-generation phases and beyond. Having been involved
with the creative sector for the past 30+ years I would like to offer my support in the
delivery of the technical aspect of the performance related activities, as well as any
other areas that my knowledge and expertise may be of use to you. Having been
instrumental in the inauguration of the ever growing annual Spilsby Light Night
event and subsequently part of the Different Light Collective, I have been inspired
by the ambition of this project and having worked in the sector all my working life, I
am confident that this project will be a much loved resource by the creative
community that it will serve, as well as the local community of which it is such a
huge part of.”
Andy Johnson-Smith
CEO - Popcorn Media, Freelance Creative Technician and co-founder of the
Different Light Collective
www.popcornmedia.co.uk www.different-light.co.uk
Statement of Support: Spilsby Sessions House Development Project
“From the moment I stepped through the door of Spilsby Theatre in July 2015 when
my arts organisation Grubby Knees Ltd was just an idea, I received nothing but
support; from room hire, to connections to build partnerships with other arts
organisations, from volunteer opportunities to technical support.
Grubby Knees Ltd aims to create and present a diverse and high quality
programme of community arts education, and entertainment, To use a holistic
approach to providing creative and innovative workshops which focus on the
improvement of public wellbeing and to provide a platform for local arts practice,
encouraging, and facilitating participation in the arts locally as audience and active
practitioners. The Sessions House is the home of our Youth theatre, which is
attended by children and young people aged 7 - 18 local to Spilsby and
surrounding areas. The children and young people love the theatre, they see it as a
safe space where they feel truly comfortable to create, play and thrive. The
refurbishment and restoration of the Sessions House would provide endless
opportunities for these young people who access our youth theatre, allowing more
young people to take part in our sessions and the potential to develop a wider youth
program.
As well as significantly benefiting the young people who access the workshops
facilitated by Grubby Knees Ltd, the proposed restoration would create enormous
creative opportunities, acting as a hub for local creatives like myself and the local
community, something which is lacking in our area of East lindsey. The Sessions
house already has the heart, enthusiasm and ambition to succeed, it just needs a
fully functioning building to reach its full potential.”
Elizabeth Atkin
Director, Grubby Knees Ltd
www.facebook.com/grubbykneesct/
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